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Introduction

Performance has consistently occupied a pivotal position at the crossroads of architecture, art 
and public life. Spaces for performance are where an ethics of being together can be enacted and 
rethought, a process through which individuals rehearse the rituals of sociality, whilst also being a 
metaphor for the city and its capacity to sustain politics and public life. 

As an architype, the playhouse has shaped interiors and landscapes alike, from markets to 
streets, from living rooms to clubs. Like architecture, performances are often the product of vast 
collaborations and intended to be received by an ever-changing cast of participants. Playhouses, 
hippodromes and theatres are spaces for translating between cultures, and receiving the architectures 
of others. Understanding performance as a process can also be a tool to understanding how we act 
out our daily roles at home, at work and at play. Consideration of the theatricality of architecture 
raises the question of how explicitly our environment is in on the act. To what extent do cityscapes 
condition feelings and produce atmospheres? When is the city an active participant in the drama, 
and can buildings and the spaces between them have characters? What is the minimum requirement 
for performative public space and what is the extreme of architectural theatricality? 

The unit will consider a host of rapidly changing demands on cities from energy consumption and 
transport, to food supply and housing. We will consider what role the theatrical can play in making 
cities better able to adapt and critically participate in change. We will work in central Birmingham, 
currently undergoing massive transformation, in collaboration with local artist run multiverse, 
Eastside Projects. We will design both at the scale of strategic urban planning but also at the scale 
of the detail, expecting construction to play its role in the performance. As a team, we will write 
scripts and conceive performances that equip us to intervene in ongoing processes of urban change 
and leverage the theatrical in support of the city.

Five Figures for a Masque, David Kohn Architects, for Alternatives Histories exhibition, 2019
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Research Areas

The unit is interested in how cross-disciplinary research, between architecture and performance in 
this instance, can reveal the current limits of our own discipline and how we might gain critical 
insight into our own agency as architects. The relationship of performance to architecture has 
grown as an area of research over the past decade, influencing both performance studies and 
architectural education. Whereas architecture has conventionally been thought as permanent and 
immutable, performance has been the domain of the body and movement. Broadly-speaking, these 
opposing characteristics have increasingly been considered in the development of work in both 
fields. Post dramatic theatre, which has grown as area of performance since the 1960s, for example 
has moved away from ideas of single authorship and text-based direction towards group devising of 
performance and co-authorship. We are interested in understanding the most recent developments in 
performance theory – for example in relation to translation and audience reception – and how they 
might critically influence our understanding of contemporary architectural practice.

Performance in architecture also relates to how materials, assemblages and constructions 
behave, how well they meet environmental, structural and aesthetic standards. In the current 
environmental crisis, there is ever greater scrutiny on performance and how architects might make 
a significant contribution to the task of limiting global warming. The unit is interested in a forensic 
understanding of how the existing city is made, how each student has designed previously and 
how these processes might be revisited to deliver better outcomes. Furthermore, the performance 
of extracting materials, manufacturing them into products, assembling them into components and 
installing them on site, are all potential subjects for our research and investigation. Lastly, the way 
in which buildings occupy the city, are expressive or otherwise of their function, coded in their 
language and articulate in their detail all contribute to capacity to perform on the urban stage. 

Performance in the White Building, Hackney Wick, by David Kohn Architects 2012
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Our projects will be in Birmingham, an amazing city only one and a half hours by train from 
London, or fifty minutes if the high speed railway, HS2, proceeds. Britain’s second largest city, 
the birthplace of heavy metal, and home to heavy industry, is undergoing massive change. A 
large part of the centre of the city has been demolished for a £1.5 billion redevelopment that 
will include new markets, shops, offices, arts facilities, public spaces and housing. With such a 
significant scale of development, the very identity of the centre of Birmingham is thrown into 
question. The unit will seize this opportunity to consider alternative models of urban regeneration 
that reflect its research approach.

We will get to know Birmingham intimately, its history and outlook. This is both in the interests 
of getting to understand a place in all its complexity, its relationship to the wider world, but also 
to be able to reflect back on London, where the AA is located, and which inevitably influences 
our perspective. Arguably, Birmingham has many of the qualities that London has all but lost 
over recent decades: an economically mixed centre, with pockets of post-industrial slack space 
that allow marginalised communities and practices to be accommodated. Eastside Projects is an 
example of such an accommodation being an artist run multiverse that hosts a diverse programme 
of exhibitions and events that challenge ideas of what is a free, public arts space, located in 
Digbeth. With major developments earmarked all around the area, Eastside Projects is one of the 
stakeholders advocating for maintaining diversity in audiences and practices alike, challenging 
expectations of the function of public space whilst championing an understanding of what makes 
Birmingham unique. Involving Eastside Projects as teaching partner extends the unit’s research into 
forms of collaboration and how architects can work alongside other stakeholders to bring about 
meaningful and inclusive urban change. 

The Birmingham City skyline, photo: Verity Milligan
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Francesco Borromini, Rome, Oratorio dei Filippini façade, 1600,  The Albertina Museum, Vienna

Methodologies

Research will be a combination of desk-based and field research. Desk-based research includes 
reading around the subject, visiting libraries and carrying out online searches. Field research will 
include surveying buildings and landscapes by photography and measurement, attending external 
events and conducting interviews. The unit encourages making the most of being in London by 
visiting performances and attending relevant talks. Students will be expected to carefully document 
their research in a project diary as well as in set piece outputs such as drawings.

The unit design methodology is highly iterative and intended to result in a conceptually and 
technically resolved final project. Successful design development is arrived at through serially testing 
possibilities and therefore students will be expected to be continually producing work for discussion 
and review. All representational techniques are welcomed including hand sketching, physical model-
making, CAD technical drawing, 3D digital modelling, collage, rendering and video. No particular 
software is privileged, rather the emphasis is on choosing techniques appropriate to the needs of 
the individual project and what each student wishes to communicate. That said, the ability to 
hand sketch ideas quickly during conversation and to be able to build models by hand that can 
communicate the atmosphere of spaces are highly desirable and will be taught and encouraged. 
Students will also be expected to describe their work in writing, including briefs, analyses and 
project positioning statements.

Throughout the year we will conduct one-to-one tutorials, group tutorials, seminars and workshops 
on a weekly basis. At regular intervals we will have whole studio reviews and invite visitors to 
give talks, contribute to workshops and join crits. Visitors will include educators from the field 
of performance studies, artists and performers as well as design consultants such as structural and 
service engineers. Alongside research and design, the unit will teach approaches to business, time 
management and professionalism. Whilst the unit is ambitious for all its members, it also sees a 
healthy work-life balance as essential to good results. The unit encourages collaborative working 
with colleagues, engaging with other units and courses at the AA and participating fully within all 
aspects of the school.
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Studio Structure

Term 1
11 weeks: 01.10.19 – 13.12.19 

During the first term we will get to know each other, how we work, the city of Birmingham, unit 
teaching partners Eastside Projects and theatrical architecture. This will happen through a series 
of structured exercises that begin with redrawing fragments of previous studio work and personal 
reflections on the relationship between architecture and performance. We will then carry out desk-
based research and site analyses in Birmingham to arrive at a forensic understanding of key existing 
buildings in the city that play an important role in shaping its identity. This will include Eastside 
Projects, for which we will carry out a measured survey and build a large-scale model in the studio 
that can act as a laboratory for testing design proposals later in the year. 

We will visit Rome in late October to understand how a city can be fine-tuned for performance 
and how architecture can be theatrical. In particular we will explore the baroque including works 
by Borromini, Bernini and Vignola. We will also carry out a workshop with local theatre makers in 
preparation for our work later in the year. By the end of the first term, the unit should be primed 
to begin making design proposals for new buildings and public spaces in Birmingham.

Performance Structure, Upcylce this book, Gavin Wade, 2017
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Term 2
10 weeks: 07.01.20 – 20.03.20

During Term 2 we will develop urban strategies that reflect our understanding of how the civic 
realm in Birmingham might be reconfigured to allow new understandings of what is public - new 
kinds of sociality and newly reconstituted subjectivities. We will use the large scale model of 
Eastside Projects as a laboratory and our newly acquired understanding of theatre staging as a 
design tool. In the middle of Term 2, the mid-point of the year, we will stage a performance at 
Eastside Projects that tests the unit’s assumptions and sets the stage for the unit’s final act. We will 
begin developing individual design proposals for buildings and landscapes that strategically deliver 
on the promise of a new understanding of central Birmingham. 

Term 3
8 weeks: 17.04.20 – 11.06.20

During Term 3, the unit will return to the architecture of Birmingham and the forensic study of 
new theatrical elements. Each student will develop a fragment of a building in great detail and 
articulate a position about architecture’s capacity to recast the city and the fragment’s role in that 
project. Students will be encouraged to make large scale prototypes and maquettes and complete 
technical details. The final pieces of work will return to the beginning of the year and reflect upon 
each student’s changed understanding of the relationship between architecture and performance.

Celine Conderelli, Display Show, 2015 - 2016 
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Diploma Unit 19’s Ten Points

01 Collaboration 
Good architecture is the result of collaboration between architects and their clients, consultants and 

end users;

02 City 
Architecture should concern itself with the city as a complex, plural, public entity;

03 Comfort 
Architecture should be so comfortable as to allow people to focus entirely on life;

04 Narrative 
Spaces should have good stories;

05 Craft 
The more pleasure had in making architecture, the more pleasure there is to be taken from using it;

06 Fullness 
Pleasure should not be sparing but plentiful — architecture should feel fulsome;

07 Background 
The beauty of architecture shouldn’t be so self-important as to barge its way into the foreground;

08 Adaptation 
Architecture should always adapt to what it finds;

09 Ambiguity 
Architecture should be ambiguous, encouraging multiple interpretations as to its meaning;

10 Incompleteness 
Architecture needs life to be complete. 

David Kohn Architects, Gateway to Hounslow: Hounslow Pavilion sketch, 2013 
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